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Figure 1. Our interaction setting: a user interacts with a physical referent, either a physical model of a city district or an 
electric board. A space-time cube, displayed above the referent using a Head-Mounted Display, shows the energy 
consumption data. The user can perform 1D, 2D or 3D data selection tasks by touching the referent edges or faces. 

Embedding data into the physical environment using augmented reality (AR) is a practical approach for data visualization as it 

offers a large and flexible display space on or around the physical referent, i.e. the physical object to which the data is related. Yet 

current interaction in such context is often performed using cumbersome dedicated devices, tiring mid-air gestures or awkward 

on-body input. In this paper, we investigate the use of the physical referent itself as a support for input interaction with an 

embedded space-time cube (STC) representation. Hence, we first identify the most promising mappings between the physical 

features of the referent (edges, faces, corners) and the STC dimensions. Then, we design three data selection techniques using the 

physical referent and compare them to mid-air gestures when performing selection tasks on the STC. Overall, our work 

demonstrates that using the physical referent to support input interaction with embedded data representations is an efficient and 

comfortable approach for data selection in standing and sitting situations.  
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CCS CONCEPTS • Human-centered computing → HCI design and evaluation methods; • Human-centered 

computing → Mixed / augmented reality; 

Additional Keywords and Phrases: augmented reality, physical referent, interaction techniques 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Smart environments are now common at different scales, from smart cities [1][25][33] and smart industries [100] 

to smart homes [9], thanks to the spread of sensing devices collecting large volumes of data, such as energy 

consumption data [72][84]. The in-situ access to such data is crucial to help stakeholders, workers or citizens in 

decision-making processes [33][72] on-the-go or within their physical environment [51]. This is particularly 

relevant for field technicians (e.g. to address energy consumption problems) or when people collaborate around a 

physical object (e.g. urban planners around a physical district model) to better understand the observed data in its 

physical environment. 

A practical solution to conduct such data access is to display the data within the physical environment using 

augmented reality (AR), an approach also known as embedded data visualization [51][118]. This approach is 

beneficial for visualizing a large amount of data, as it reduces information clutter thanks to the almost unlimited AR 

display space [47]. It also facilitates data retrieval and understanding [78] by offering a physical anchor to data 

visualization. Indeed, such data can be visualized on or around the physical referent, i.e. the physical object which 

aggregates the data (e.g. the electricity meter or other sensing devices) or to which the data is related (e.g. a building 

on a physical model). And yet, despite the benefits mentioned above, the interaction with this embedded data is 

challenged by the lack of well-suited input interaction modalities. 

Previous work has explored three leading solutions to interact with digital data displayed in AR: using dedicated 

devices, mid-air interaction or on-body interaction. First, using dedicated objects such as physical controllers [27], 

and surrounding devices such as smartphones [88] or tangibles [121] provides a rich interaction vocabulary and 

facilitates interaction thanks to tactile cues. However, using such auxiliary objects requires the user to always have 

them at hand, which can be impractical to interact with embedded visualizations on the go. Second, head-mounted 

displays (HMDs) natively detect mid-air interaction, thus limiting the need to track external devices. They also allow 

for direct 3D interaction with digital data representations, providing the user with a natural and fluid interaction. 

However, mid-air interaction can be tiring [48][50], and users must know mid-air gestures beforehand. Third, on-

body interaction [89] offers a rich interaction vocabulary available everywhere. While it is efficient for navigation 

tasks [96] or menu interaction [4], we did not find previous work focusing on data selection in an AR visualization. 

Furthermore, on-body interaction can raise social acceptability issues [53]. To sum up, we are still missing an 

efficient interaction approach to perform the data selection in embedded visualizations. 

In this paper, we explore how to provide the user with the appropriate interaction techniques to select data in 

embedded visualization. Since previous works have demonstrated the benefits of using a physical referent for 

embedded data visualization [51][118], we investigate how to take advantage of the same physical referent to 

support the input interaction with the embedded data. Indeed, using the physical referent as an input device 

provides a physical gesture delimiter, thus 1) removing the need for interaction modes or additional input devices, 

2) overcoming the limitations of mid-air interaction (fatigue, inaccuracy), and 3) facilitating eyes-free input, thanks 

to the use of its physical features, to keep the visual attention on the data. Besides, embedding input interaction on 

the physical referent will contribute to a more fluid and contextualized visualization and manipulation of its data. 
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While this approach may be suitable for a wide variety of data visualizations, as a first step in this paper, we focus 

on selecting multidimensional data in a space-time cube (STC) visualization displayed above the physical referent 

in AR. Indeed, STC visualization is commonly used in data analysis [6][37]. We considered three fundamental data 

selection tasks [7] (1D orthogonal cutting, 2D orthogonal drilling and 3D point extraction) needed to perform any 

more complex tasks (such as filtering or comparing multiple datasets). These selection tasks are also valuable for 

various visualizations (e.g. 1D timelines, 2D graphs).  

We first systematically explore how to use the physical features of a physical referent (edges, faces, corners) to 

perform selection tasks on the STC. To do so, we explore in a preliminary study the user preferences for interacting 

with the physical referent and identify the most promising mappings between the physical features of the referent 

and the STC data dimensions. Then, we design a set of interaction techniques using the physical referent to select 

data in the STC: one technique is entirely based on touch interaction on the physical referent, and two techniques 

combine touch interaction on the physical referent with mid-air gestures. We compare these techniques with full 

mid-air interaction. Then, we iterate on the design of our techniques to enhance their performance for the 3D 

extraction task and compare them to full mid-air interaction. Finally, we evaluate if the previous results, measured 

for a horizontally fixed referent with a sitting user, are still valid when users are standing in front of a horizontally 

fixed (e.g. on a table) or a vertically fixed (e.g. on a wall) physical referent. 

Our contributions are as follows: 1) the exploration of the mapping between the physical referent features, STC 

dimensions, input modes and data selection tasks (1D cutting, 2D drilling and 3D extraction) and 2) the design and 

evaluation of a set of interaction techniques for these data analysis tasks when the user is seated or standing in 

front of a vertically or horizontally fixed physical referent. 

2 RELATED WORK 

Our work is related to embedding data into the environment. It focuses on combining the advantages of using 

augmented reality to display data and using a physical referent to support input interaction in this context. In this 

section, we review previous works related to these topics. 

2.1 Embedded Visualization  

Regarding the significant topic of embedded visualization, we first focus on the embedded visualization paradigm 

and how it can be implemented in our context. Then, we discuss the different data representations used in 

embedded visualizations. 

Embedding data into the physical environment allows users to engage through senses beyond vision [114], thus 

allowing eyes-free input interaction with data [52][65], enhancing visualization tasks [28] and facilitating 

memorization and proprioception [107]. Willet et al. [118] proposed a design space to characterize different levels 

of embedded data representation along four categories: non-situated, situated, embedded physicalization and 

embedded visualization. Non-situated and situated visualizations facilitate the data visualization by extending the 

screen real-estate through large devices (wall display, tabletop) [87] or multiple devices [11] [41][45]. However, 

these approaches still limit the input interaction to mouse or touch input and the visualization to 2D screens. 

Embedded physicalization relies on a physical artefact that can be directly actuated or modified (e.g. light) 

[42][94][106][108]. However, these solutions mainly focus on data visualization rather than input interaction and 

are currently limited by the technology. On the one hand, static physicalizations [68][69][122] hinder the 

visualization of multiple datasets as well as the analysis amongst numerous dimensions, the use of filters, etc. On 
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the other hand, dynamic physicalizations [92][94][108] need complex actuated systems, which can be expensive 

and difficult to generalize to multiple datasets and use cases. Embedded visualizations, the last category introduced 

by Willet et al. [55][116], depict in-between situations where the data is projected on or near a physical artifact 

[25][77]. This approach is particularly well suited for in-situ data visualizations. 

Previous work showed that augmented reality with a see-through Head-Mounted Display (e.g. the HoloLens) 

enhances embedded data visualization thanks to the benefits of immersive cues [115]. Layering data visualizations 

directly in the user’s environment facilitates data understanding by allowing spatial exploration [10][32][36][47]. 

In addition, mapping data on or around physical objects enhances data re-contextualization and understanding 

[78]. For example, in DataHop [47], data is spread over multiple physical locations in the user’s environment, each 

spot corresponding to a specific data analysis. To enhance the use of the HMD, some solutions combine it with 

another device (e.g. a smartphone or a smartwatch) [11][41][45][88]. In this context, the external device can serve 

as an anchor [41][45] for data visualization, as an input device [88] or as a complementary screen [123] to visualize 

data differently (e.g. 2D chart).  

Now, to create the rendering of embedded data when facing an extensive collection of data, multiple forms of 

embedded visualizations have been explored [21][31][56][67]. Among them, the Space-Time Cube (STC) [6][56] is 

particularly relevant. It can be displayed above a referent (e.g. map, model) to facilitate the visualization of geo-

temporal data frequently used in many domains such as smart-cities [38] or dynamic networks [8]. In these cases, 

the spatial relationship between data points and their physical origin is beneficial (e.g. for identifying groups), and 

their spatial exploration in augmented reality facilitates the data understanding [78].  

Overall, using AR to display a STC near the physical referent is a well-suited solution for embedded visualization, 

allowing the user to be aware of his environment while visualizing the data representation. However, in this context, 

we still lack efficient interaction techniques to manipulate the data representation, as underlined by Ens et al. [35]. 

They identified input interaction as one of the key challenges of immersive analytics and, more specifically, for 

embedded data visualizations.  

2.2 Input interaction for embedded data visualizations 

In this section, we synthesize three input interaction paradigms for embedded data visualizations: mid-air 

interaction, interaction with dedicated devices (e.g. remote controllers, smartphones) and on-body interaction. 

The use of mid-air gestures [22][47][49] remains the norm for interacting with embedded data visualizations in 

AR. Mid-air interaction is almost always available and directly detected by the HMD, thus limiting the need for 

external tracking devices. But mid-air interaction also induces physical fatigue, a limited gesture vocabulary and 

low discoverability.  Previous research proposed to reduce the fatigue and imprecision of distant pointing by using 

virtual proxies [17][83], i.e., replicating a portion of a remote space near the user. These solutions provide a nearby 

area, either a plane [17] or a sphere [83], where the user can perform the mid-air gestures. These gestures are then 

replicated in a distant environment, thus enhancing precision and limiting the need to maintain the arm in mid-air 

for an extended period. However, these solutions do not answer the discoverability issues and remain limited by 

the gesture detection capabilities of the HMD, leading to a restricted interaction vocabulary.  

The second primary interaction approach consists in using physical wireless controllers such as the HTC Vive 

controllers [27][82][105] or a combination of devices [3][20][70][117]. In this context, the external device can be 

used for input [27][70][82][105]: with ImAxes [27], a remote controller is used to manipulate data axes and 

combine them to generate charts. Similarly, in TrackCap [70], a smartphone is used as a 6 degrees of freedom 
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controller providing touch input. Alternatively, the external device can also be used as output [3][20][117]. In 

SymbiosisSketch [3],a tablet is used to visualize drawings and properties of 3D objects displayed in augmented 

reality. While these solutions provide a physical support to perform the interaction and extend input and output 

capabilities, the external controller or device still needs to be available near the user, limiting the possibility of 

interacting on the go with embedded data around a physical referent. 

Finally, the third interaction approach consists in using the body as input, i.e. on-body interaction [4][63][89][96]. 

This approach takes advantage of the permanent availability of the user’s body to extend the input vocabulary. 

Among the body parts explored in previous work, Azai et al. [4] used the forearm as a touch surface to configure a 

3D object displayed in augmented reality. Saidi et al. [89]exploited it to facilitate data manipulation in immersive 

visualizations. While this body part has been the most explored due to its availability and large surface [63][89], 

other body parts, such as the face [96] or the wrist [97], have been shown to facilitate interaction with HMDs. 

However, efficiently tracking on-body gestures is still an open issue which often requires using external devices 

since most body parts are not within the field of view of the HMD camera [4]. Furthermore, on-body interaction 

often raise social acceptability issues [53]. 

Given the limitations of existing input interaction approaches, we suggest focusing on the opportunistic use of the 

physical referent, already available in the user’s environment and which can be tracked using a see-through HMD. 

This approach is similar to tangible user interfaces (TUI) as it exploits the physical properties of the referent. We 

therefore synthesize existing work on TUI in the following section. 

2.3 Tangible User Interfaces 

Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) use a physical object as input [34][86][121] to interact with data, virtual objects or 

applications. Such an approach is often used to provide more degrees of freedom [43] or to allow eyes-free 

interaction [52] and thus facilitates navigation and selection in 3D visualizations [13]. Tangible interaction also 

takes advantage of proprioception, enhances memorization [107] and is easier to apprehend [98]. Previous works 

[12][109] showed that tangible interaction is faster than tactile or mouse interaction in specific contexts. For 

example, Besançon et al. [13] compared tactile, tangible and mouse interaction to perform a 3D docking task. They 

found that tangible interaction was faster and more enjoyable than tactile or mouse interaction.  

Designing effective tangible interaction techniques needs to carefully consider the shape and size of the 

manipulated tangible [81][121]. Previous works showed that the correlation between the tangible object and its 

digital counterpart (e.g. a cursor, a menu, a virtual object) is highly relevant [58]. As a result, some works focused 

on providing the tangible with specific shapes such as spheres [34], cubes [2][38] or even reconfigurable shapes to 

enhance interaction. For example, Zhao et al. [121] developed a tangible object based on a robotic assembly whose 

shape could adapt to accurately match the form of the virtual object to manipulate and offer a more realistic 

grasping. Another property to consider is the affordance of the tangible, i.e. how its form factor suggests the 

gripping, manipulation and purpose [71].  

Tangibles have already been used to interact with data visualizations. In such context, they can be used to 

physicalize the axes of the data representation as explored in Embodied axes [26]: the physical object representing 

an axis possesses actuators and buttons to configure the axis scale factor, minimum and maximum. Smiley et al. 

[101] used a similar approach with several tangibles representing the different axes: this allows to generate various 

data visualizations depending on the spatial relationship between the tangibles. Alternatively, tangibles can offer a 

physical delimiter such as in CAPTIVE [22], where a wireframe cube delimits the data representation and 
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interaction space. Manipulating the cube (e.g. rotate) allows to interact with the data visualization while interacting 

inside the wireframe enables manipulating the data itself.  

To conclude this synthesis on tangibles, previous approaches fit into two categories: 1) tangibles based on simple 

shapes like cubes or spheres [2][34][38] which are usually bound to simple tasks, thus requiring multiple tangibles 

for more complex scenarios or 2) complex tangibles [26][101] using actuators, buttons and custom shapes which 

can be used for a wide range of tasks but are less commonly found in the user’s environment (as they are specifically 

designed for a set of tasks), thus limiting their generalization.  

Furthermore, most of these tangibles are intended to be grabbed by the user [22][38][34][121]. But this is not 

always possible in the case of embedded data visualizations because physical referents can be attached, stuck, 

wired, etc. In this work, our approach differs from the usual tangible approach: we propose to explore how to take 

advantage of a physical referent that cannot be grasped and freely manipulated as support for input interaction 

with the data to which it is related.     

3 USAGE SCENARIO AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

To better contextualize our work focusing on using a physical referent as an input support for interacting with 

embedded data, we first present two usage scenarios of multidimensional data selection in AR with a physical 

referent as input. The first scenario focuses on a field technician conducting on-site work, while the second presents 

a seated urban planner working around a physical district model. We then derive a set of design considerations for 

our interaction approach, including the data representation, the user tasks and the interaction techniques.  

3.1 Usage scenarios 

In the following scenarios, we used the gender-neutral pronoun “they” to refer to our user. 

3.1.1 Field technician performing on-site work 

Chris is an electric technician at a smart campus [76][110]. Most of their work takes place on-site, and interacting 

with data directly in-situ allows them to identify the problems and solve them all at once, as illustrated by the 

following example. As Chris operates a maintenance task in a building, they realize that the room temperature is 

too high. To evaluate whether this anomaly is a one-time occurrence or has been going on for a few days, they grab 

a Head-Mounted Display (HMD) and touch a smart controller (Figure 1) used to sense and automatically adjust the 

parameters of the room. This triggers a data visualization of the room’s temperature per day and hour. By touching 

the sensor's corners, faces or edges, they discover that this problem has happened every morning for a few days. 

Thus, they control each radiator with their technician tools. The issue is that one radiator thermal sensor is out of 

order. They deactivate the defective radiator, which temporally solves the problem. 

Similar related contexts: The situation depicted in this scenario can be extended to different contexts, such as at 

home for monitoring IOT sensors[99]. At home, the user could explore its energy consumption by interacting on its 

electric meter or on the panels of the radiators, as illustrated by the different existing smart sensors in the figure 

below. This scenario could also be applied to an industrial context (Industrial Internet of Things [100]) where one 

technician goes through the production chain of a factory to detect anomalies. In this context, the command control 

panel of each machine could be used as physical input. 
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Figure 2. Examples of small-sized cubic-shaped physical devices populating our environment and collecting or generating 
heterogeneous data, along with their dimensions. 

3.1.2 Urban planning and mobility 

The following scenario is based on recent projects focusing on urban planning for smart cities [25][110]. Several 

stakeholders, such as elected officials, energy technicians, urban promotors and architects, collaborate to design an 

appropriate urban planning solution. To facilitate communication and interaction among them, the project explores 

using a shared physical model linked to a data visualization generated through a simulation platform running in the 

background. This physical model represents the city district's various buildings, roads and urban furniture. At the 

same time, the simulation generates data such as parking spot occupation or public transport load. Dominique, an 

urban planner, wants to explore the impact of adding a building on urban mobility. They grab a Head-Mounted 

Display (HMD), sit on a chair near the table on which the physical model is placed and touch the four floors car park 

(Figure 1). This triggers the display of a data visualization above the physical model of the car park (average number 

of free parking spots per hour and day over a week). They then position a new building in a vacant lot: touching this 

new building gives them access to a possible range of values regarding the number of flats or residents. While 

modifying them, Dominique can study the impact on the available parking spots by day and hour in the 

representation displayed above the car park. They can then derive recommendations for street parking or public 

transportation development, according to the size of the new building. 

Similar related contexts: this scenario can be extended to the context of crisis management [30]: stakeholders share 

a physical model of a city district to favor their collaboration. This model easily identifies buildings threatened by a 

fire over time and estimates the number of people at risk. Such a physical overview would help predict the needed 

resources and support the decision-making process. While a simulation running in the background generates the 

data in our scenario, using real data collected from smart sensors or smartphone apps would also be possible. This 

scenario could also be of interest in an industrial context. A physical model of the factory could be used in a control 

room to reorganize the production hall (e.g. move the machine’s position and explore the resulting theoretical 

production efficiency) or monitor the real-time parameters of the production chain. 

3.1.3 Summary of our usage scenarios 

These two scenarios illustrate two different situations in which accessing data on a physical referent is of interest. 

In both scenarios, the physical context of the data can easily be perceived and considered for the data exploration. 

Furthermore, in the first scenario, the user could discover and explore data while at the data source location. This 

offers the advantage of allowing the user to analyze and solve any problem simultaneously. In the second scenario, 

the interest of accessing data on a physical model is to understand better the spatial relationship between the 

buildings or other physical resources and their associated data: for instance, the impact of a building’s number of 
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floors on the available parking spots nearby. Both scenarios depict a user interacting with a cubic-shaped physical 

referent (a sensor or a building model). Still, they differ regarding the context: a user standing and interacting with 

a physical referent attached to a vertical surface in the first scenario or a user seating and interacting with a referent 

placed on a horizontal table in the second scenario. In the following section, we use these two scenarios to inform 

and motivate a set of design considerations for our approach. 

3.2 Design considerations 

3.2.1 Data representation 

Datasets may contain numerous dimensions [72][84] over space and time (energy consumption, temperature, 

population density, etc.). Hence, in our context, we display the data using a space-time cube (STC) representation 

[6][56]. In our scenarios, such a representation is particularly relevant to support comparisons among days of the 

week or periods of the day. A STC would also be particularly well suited to represent geographically situated 

information, such as comparing consumption among different buildings located in various places on a map. 

3.2.2 Interaction with a data visualization 

To interact with the STC data, we refer to a set of 36 well-established analytical tasks [6][12][29]. We identified 

three preponderant sets of tasks from these analytical tasks: data selection, chart manipulation (rotating/scaling 

the STC) and data filtering. In this paper, we focus on the selection only, which is required before performing any 

other analytical task. We identified three different selection tasks (see Figure 3): orthogonal cutting (hereafter 

named 1D cutting), orthogonal drilling (2D drilling) and point extraction (3D extraction). 1D cutting and 2D drilling 

tasks can be applied respectively to the STC's three axes (X, Y and Z) and three planes (XY, XZ, YZ). Hence, we 

considered seven tasks: 1D cutting on X, Y and Z axes, 2D drilling on XY, XZ and YZ planes and 3D extraction for a 

unique point with XYZ coordinates. While these tasks are designed for a three-dimensional STC, 1D cutting and 2D 

drilling selections can be used on data visualizations such as 2D charts or 1D timelines. They also correspond to 

generic tasks in which only one or two dimensions need to be controlled (selecting a parameter among several, 

adjusting a slider position, selecting one colour in a colour map, etc.). 

We illustrate the three selection tasks using our scenarios and their cubic-shaped physical referents. The STC 

displays the data (energy consumption or available parking lots, Y axis) according to an hourly scheme (X axis) for 

each day of the week (Z axis). A 1D cutting selection would correspond to the selection of the data value on Monday 

(Z axis cutting) or over the week between 10 and 11 am (X axis cutting). A 2D drilling would allow the user to 

visualize the data value on Tuesday between 8 and 9 am (XZ plane drilling). Finally, a 3D extraction would allow 

focusing on a specific value, e.g. a peak value on Wednesday between 4 and 5 pm. 

3.2.3 Input modes  

To explore a large variety of solutions, we consider three different input modes on or around the physical referent 

(see Figure 3): 1) the regular mid-air interaction used in AR (e.g. HoloLens), 2) direct touch interaction on the 

physical referent [19][120], or 3) indirect tangible interaction, by holding an additional tangible brick, external to 

the referent, either in mid-air or in contact with the physical referent (i.e. similar to Touché [91]). We did not 

consider holding the physical referent; in our scenarios, the referent is fixed to a wall (electric meter) or a table 

(building of the physical model).  
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Our rationale for focusing on these input modes is the following: Mid-air input (hand position or gestures) is the 

most common and known approach to interact in AR, as well as the default input on commercial devices such as 

HoloLens, making it a suitable baseline. Touch interaction on the physical referent is the most prominent and direct 

solution: one or several fingers can touch the edges and faces of the physical referent. Finally, the tangible brick 

offers more degrees of freedom than tactile interaction on the physical referent. We consider it as a probe, assuming 

that in some specific cases, users could opportunistically grasp a nearby everyday life object (e.g. a USB key, a card, 

a lighter or a fluo marker).  Furthermore, tangible interaction is easy to apprehend and can potentially greatly enrich 

the user’s input vocabulary with the object’s orientation and position. Previous works exploring using a cubic shape 

as a unique but universal tangible widget or cursor [2] inspired our design. 

Finally, we considered using these input modes with one or two hands, except for the mid-air interaction mode, 

which was performed with one hand only. Indeed, a single hand moving in mid-air corresponds to a single point in 

3D, which can be used to select one point inside the 3D STC. 

3.2.4 Physical referent and its physical features  

This paper focuses on a cubic-shaped physical referent because it is a widespread and generic shape. As illustrated 

in our scenarios above, it also adapts well to a variety of scenarios and can represent different real-world objects 

such as a 3D printed building, an electricity meter, an internet box, various smart devices (see Figure 2) or even a 

display case protecting a model (museum, airports). The Discussion section further elaborates on how our approach 

could generalize to other shapes.  

Such a cubic shape fixed on a surface offers a rich space of 17 physical features for interaction (four corners, eight 

edges and five faces) after removing the face in contact with the surface and its inaccessible edges and corners (see 

Figure 3). Not all these physical features are relevant for interaction: for instance, when the physical referent is 

fixed on a horizontal (respectively vertical) surface, the face and edges that are behind (respectively below) the 

physical referent are probably less reachable, and the features on the left can be difficult to touch with the right 

hand. 

 
Figure 3. The dimensions of our exploration: Data selection tasks, Input modes and Physical features of the referent. 
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Based on these design considerations, we explore in the following studies how users perform the three identified 

tasks (1D cutting, 2D drilling, 3D extraction) through the possible combinations of input modes (mid-air, touch, 

tangible), physical features (surfaces, edge, corner) and fingers/hands. 

4 PRELIMINARY STUDY: MAPPING PHYSICAL FEATURES WITH TASKS 

This preliminary study aimed to identify which physical features (edges, corners, faces) of the physical referent are 

the most appropriate to use when interacting with a digital space-time cube (STC) and how each input mode can 

contribute to this goal. To this end, participants were asked to propose, with each input mode, a way to perform 

data selection tasks on the STC using the physical referent. 

4.1 Study Description 

We recruited 12 participants, all with a background in computing science (28.6 years old on average, 5 females, 7 

males). Participants did not receive any compensation for the study. Participants were seated in front of a desk, on 

which was placed a physical model representing a cubic-shaped object fixed (using tape) on a horizontal surface 

(e.g. a physical model of a city district). The dimensions of the physical model were 10cm x 10cm x 10cm, similar to 

existing cubic-shaped smart devices (see Figure 2). The associated data was displayed in a STC above the physical 

referent using a HoloLens.  

We asked participants to explore the physical features of the referent (faces, edges, corners) and imagine how they 

would perform each of the seven data analysis tasks (1D Cutting in the X, Y and Z axis, 2D drilling in the XY, YZ, XZ 

planes, 3D extraction: see section 3.2.2) the most naturally and comfortably with one or two hands. Each participant 

repeated this exploration three times: each time, the experimenter instructed them which of the three input modes 

(mid-air gestures, direct touch and indirect use of an additional tangible brick) had to be used, potentially in 

combination with another one. It ensured that the participants would consider our three input modes. They had to 

express the chosen solution verbally, and the input modes' order was counterbalanced across the participants.   

In the case of the tangible brick, and to account for the possible effect of its size [58], we 3D printed three different 

dimensions (2, 3 and 6 cm) and let users change the brick at any time during the experiment. Users prefer tangibles 

they can hold with one hand [81], so all of our tangible bricks were small enough to fit in the users’ hand. Our 

tangible could be used like Conté [112] by touching the physical referent with it, in which case a smaller tangible 

brick might be attractive. But it could also be directly touched by the user, in which case a larger tangible is more 

appropriate as it may facilitate precise interaction. 

Finally, we asked participants not to use the same action for two different tasks. Hence, their final set of mappings 

represented a viable global approach. As a result, we collected 3 (input modes) x 7 (selection tasks) x 12 

(participants) = 252 mappings. There was no time limit for the exploration and the total duration of the experiment 

took approximately 45 minutes. 

At the end of the experiment, users had to rank their preferred input modes overall. We also recorded which 

physical features (tangible brick or referent) participants used and their mapping to the STC dimensions. As our 

goal was to let users freely explore the physical features, we did not implement the input modes or any system 

feedback at this stage: users had to imagine and physically execute the actions or gestures that would lead to a data 

selection on the STC, without observing the effect on the STC. 
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4.2 Results 

To analyze the results of this study, we did not perform any statistical treatment. Instead, we counted the number 

of participants who adopted the same or similar solutions to identify the actions (associated to each of the seven 

task) proposed by most participants.  

4.2.1 Input-mode usage 

Input-mode preferred: The results on ranking input modes established that the preferred interactions involved 

touching the physical referent directly (11/12) rather than using the intermediate tangible brick or mid-air 

interaction. Users commented positively on the direct touch solution. They found touch interaction intuitive (P4) 

and convenient (P7). P11 confirmed by saying: “Touch interaction is rather intuitive; I feel like I’m touching the faces 

of the space-time cube”. On the contrary, they reported that “Using the tangible brick for a task like pointing is too 

complex (P1)”, meaning that pointing is too simple for justifying the rich interaction vocabulary provided by the 

tangible brick. The only participant who preferred to use the external tangible brick stated: “I have more possibilities 

with the tangible brick than with simple touch (P9)”. Interestingly, none of the participants mentioned the mid-air 

interaction as their preferred solution. 

Proposed solutions with direct touch: Users always performed 1D cutting and 2D drilling with a single hand 

(12/12). Considering 3D extraction, 4/12 participants proposed single-handed solutions (using multiple fingers or 

different physical features) and 8/12 proposed bimanual interaction (3 using both hands on the physical referent 

and 5 using the dominant hand on the physical referent and the non-dominant hand in mid-air).  

Proposed solutions with the tangible brick: The first interesting result is that most of the participants (8/12) 

used the 3cm version. Three preferred the 2cm version and only one the 6cm version. Then, users mainly chose to 

perform translations with the tangible brick in mid-air (9/12) to move the virtual cursor. One participant performed 

rotations with the tangible brick in mid-air, and two chose to use the tangible brick as a “pen” directly on the 

physical referent. Participants discarded exploiting a more developed vocabulary based on the tangible brick, as 

confirmed by their comments: “The more physical features I combine, the more I feel lost. (P1)”; “Using the tangible 

brick on the model is too constrained; I prefer using it mid-air (P8)”.  

Proposed solutions with mid-air interaction:  All participants proposed similar solutions where the dominant hand 

moves in mid-air to manipulate a virtual cursor inside the STC. Interestingly no participant proposed using a ray-

casting metaphor.  

4.2.2 Preferred physical features 

We now report which physical features of the referent were most often used for each task, as illustrated in Figure 

4.  

For 1D cutting, participants only used the edges of the model (12/12) (top edge of the front face for X (10/12), left 

edge of the front face for Y (7/12) and left edge of the top face for Z (7/12)). For each axis, they only considered one 

other solution: for the X axis, two participants used the bottom edge of the front face (i.e. they touched the bottom 

of the front face as the bottom edge is not reachable); for the Y axis, five participants used the right edge of the front 

face; for the Z axis five participants used the right edge of the top face. In addition, results also indicate that when 

users chose to use the left edge of the front face for Y, they also used the left edge of the top face for the Z axis (and 

respectively, the right edge of the front face alongside the right edge of the top face). These results confirm that 

users use 1-dimensional physical features to perform 1-dimensional selection tasks on the STC.  
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For 2D drilling, participants mainly used the front face (XY) (11/12), the right face (YZ) (9/12) and the top face (ZX) 

(11/12) of the physical referent. These results are explained by the fact that accessing the right face is easier with 

the dominant hand than the left face, as stated by P1, P4 and P7. The remaining participants used the left face (XY) 

(1/12), the left (2/12) and front (1/12) face for YZ and the right face (1/12) for ZX. 

For 3D extraction, participants (7/12) mainly used the front face (XY) for XY movements and the top and left faces 

for Z movements. Other participants (5/12) used the front face for XY and their non-dominant hand in mid-air for 

the movements along the Z axis. As we requested users to propose distinct solutions for each task; using the top 

face for Z movements was disambiguated from using it for the 2D drilling task by using two fingers simultaneously 

(4/7) or through the use of bimanual interaction (3/7).  

The physical referent corners were only used for task selection (e.g. switching from 2D drilling to 3D extraction) 

(2/12). Other participants didn’t think of a switching mechanism between 2D drilling and 3D extraction as they 

provided distinct interaction techniques for the two tasks. 

 

 
Figure 4. Preferred physical features for each data analysis task according to our study results. 

4.3 Summary  

To sum up, our study reveals that users prefer direct touch interaction on the physical referent (mono or 

bimanually) and that mid-air interaction, despite being the most common and known interaction, was never cited 

as the preferred interaction mode. Regarding mono or bimanual interaction on the physical referent, participants 

preferred mainly bimanual interaction (with the non-dominant hand in mid-air) and mono-manual touch on the 

physical referent.  

Regarding the physical features, participants prefer using the physical edges of the referent for 1D cutting and its 

faces for 2D drilling and 3D extraction (with a mode-switching mechanism to disambiguate the use of the face when 

required). 

Results also reveal that using an external tangible brick is too complex for the selection tasks proposed in this 

preliminary study. Consequently, in accordance with our initial motivation to adopt a device-less approach (see 

sections 1 and 2.3), we discarded this input mode in the following studies. We believe that adding an external 

tangible brick with too many degrees of freedom was too cumbersome: there were 7 tasks to perform while the 

tangible brick offered more than 20 possible interactions. 

Based on these results, we design and implement four interaction techniques in the following section based on 

touch only, mid-air only (the baseline), or a combination of both in mono- and bi-manual form. 
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5 INTERACTION TECHNIQUES FOR EMBEDDED DATA SELECTION  

In this section, we present the design of a set of interaction techniques for 1D drilling, 2D cutting and 3D extraction 

on a STC based on the preliminary study results. After introducing the overall design rationale of the techniques, 

we first present a mid-air only technique (the baseline, not using the physical referent) and then our three referent-

based techniques in detail. We compare the performance of these four techniques in the following study (section 

6). 

5.1 Design rationale 

We structured the design of our interaction techniques around four design considerations. 

Task change: One of the advantages of having multiple physical features on the referent is to allow for an implicit 

task change. For instance, the user should be able to switch from 1D cutting to 2D drilling seemingly. To make this 

implicit task change possible, we can’t use the same input gesture (i.e. user action on a physical feature) for two 

different tasks. 

Input range: As illustrated in our usage scenarios, each axis should allow selecting a wide range of values (e.g. 

timelines, sensor values, etc.). Thus, we used a 1-100 range on each axis. Informal tests performed with 4 

participants revealed that selecting with such a wide range was imprecise when using mid-air or touch interaction. 

Instead of limiting the range of data to 10 values and hence limiting the external validity of our techniques, we 

decided to rely on a dual precision approach as commonly used in the literature [24][61][104][111]. We 

decomposed the data selection into two steps: a first step in which users select the tens digit and a second in which 

users select the unit digit. Thus, both steps require the same dexterity as users must select one value among ten. 

Selection and validation: Given the dual precision approach, we needed to design a validation mechanism for the 

tens and units steps. We used the same approach for all the techniques, to ensure consistency during our 

experimental comparisons: a dwell time of 500ms [74][124], activated when the user’s cursor stands still. After this 

time, the tens range selection is validated and the units step starts. The user can cancel the selection and start a new 

one during both steps. However, once the digit step starts, there is no way to return to the tens step. 

Input modes: Given the considerations mentioned above and the results of our preliminary study, we designed 

three interaction techniques involving some form of direct touch interaction on the physical referent. We name our 

techniques as a product of the input mode (IM) used for each selection step, as in previous work [75] : <IM_tens x 

IM_units>. This naming convention explicitly mentions which technique was used for the tens and the units steps of 

the selection process, as these techniques may differ in some cases. If both steps use the same technique, we used 

the square sign (e.g. Touch², meaning Touch x Touch). By default, the input mode is performed with the dominant 

hand. If the interaction requires both hands, DualHand (DH-) is used to specify that the tens step involved the 

dominant hand and the digits step involved the non-dominant hand.   

Hence the four presented techniques can be described as follows: MidAir² is the full mid-air technique; Touch² 

is based on direct touch only; Touch x MidAir combines touch for the tens and mid-air input for the units; and DH-

Touch x MidAir is similar to the previous one but with a bimanual approach (touch with the dominant hand, mid-

air with the non-dominant). We detail the design of the baseline (mid-air only) and our three referent-based 

techniques below. 
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5.2 MidAir²: mid-air baseline technique 

We designed a baseline using only mid-air gestures which we named MidAir² (i.e. MidAir x MidAir, using mid-air 

gestures for both the tens and units steps). We chose this technique as a baseline because it is one of the most 

commonly available input modes on HMDs (e.g. HoloLens). 

When first designing the full mid-air interaction to select data on a STC, we considered raycasting with the hand or 

gaze to select data, followed by validation with a hand gesture (such as the AirTap on Hololens). However, given the 

complexity of the information space to visualize (e.g. large dataset on a STC) and the number of task modes, this 

solution led to selection ambiguities between the different axes and faces. For instance, to point on the YZ face of 

the STC, the user must cast a ray which will also intersect the XY face. The same goes for 3D extraction, which is 

difficult to achieve using gaze in dense data spaces, as demonstrated in previous works [59][103][104]. One 

solution could be to place virtual anchors on the STC axes and faces as the primary target of the ray casting. 

However, this would add visual clutter to the already complex STC, introducing a bias in our study as it would be 

the only technique using them.  

 
Figure 5. MidAir² interaction technique started with a radial menu used for task selection (left) before performing the 

data selection task (right). The cursor is displayed in blue and the target in red. 

Instead, we decided to use a radial menu controlled by hand gestures. We used a radial menu to ensure that every 

item was equidistant from the initial cursor position, thus limiting a potential time difference between each task 

and the menu item selection process. The user can select the task (1D cutting, 2D drilling, 3D extraction) and the 

axis/plane on the radial menu, displayed next to the STC not to hinder the data visualization. To select a menu item, 

the user presses a handled clicker and moves the hand in two dimensions to move a 2D cursor (see Figure 5 – left). 

Releasing the clicker validates the item selection. There was no reset mechanism, as users could not start the 

selection of the tens without validating the correct menu item beforehand. We chose to rely on a physical clicker as 

previous work has shown that mid-air validation gestures (e.g. AirTap) are less efficient than physical clickers [88]. 

After this task selection on the menu, the user starts data selection on the STC by pressing the clicker again. As long 

as the user press the clicker, the spatial position of the hand is mapped to the virtual cursor position within the STC 

(see Figure 5 – right). We used a dwell time to validate the target selection. The control-display gain was set 

empirically through preliminary tests and ended up with a mid-air gesture of 5cm that corresponds to 1 unit in the 

STC. This gain was defined by asking users to perform the gesture with maximum comfort and ease of interaction. 

It appears to be a good compromise between a smaller CD gain that would trigger more ample gestures and 

potential fatigue and a higher CD-gain that would require highly accurate mid-air gestures. 
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To sum up, the MidAir² interaction is carried out as follows: selecting the task in the menu, moving the virtual cursor 

to select the tens step target, then after the dwell time validation, moving the virtual cursor to select the units step 

target, which ends with another dwell time validation.  

 
Figure 6. We designed three interaction techniques involving touch on the physical referent: Touch², Touch x MidAir, and 

DH-Touch x MidAir. The cursor is displayed in blue and the target in red. 

5.3 Touch² 

In the Touch² technique, direct touch interaction on the edges or faces of the physical referent (see Figure 6 – Left) 

allows to perform the tens and units step selections. Each physical feature of the referent (edge, face) is associated 

with an axis or plane of the STC: the length of a physical referent edge/face is directly mapped to the length of the 

STC axis/plane (10 in our case). We used the results of the preliminary study to select the specific mappings 

between the physical features of the referent and the dimensions of the STC (see Figure 4), as detailed below: 

• For 1D cutting, the left and top edges of the front face of the physical referent are mapped to the X and Y 

axes of the STC, respectively, and the left edge of the top face to the Z axis of the STC. 

• For 2D drilling, the front, right and top faces are used to perform a drill on the XY, YZ and XZ planes of the 

STC, respectively. 

• For 3D extraction, the front and top faces are used sequentially to select the XY and Z values of the 3D cursor, 

respectively. 

We also added a reset mechanism: to reset the current selection, the user can touch the back of the physical referent. 

Finally, to differentiate the use of the front face for the 2D drilling task from the 3D extraction task, we implemented 

the following state machine: when touching the front face, users start with the 2D drilling task; whenever the user 

touches the top face, it activates the 3D extraction task. If the user initially touches the front face by mistake, the 

user has to use the reset mechanism, i.e. touch the back of the physical referent to cancel the current selection.  

5.4 Touch x MidAir 

This technique resulted from the feedback of the preliminary study: some users wanted to combine touch and mid-

air interaction with the same hand. Their motivation was that the surface of the physical referent might be too small 

to allow precise touch interaction. In this context, using the mid-air space around the physical referent makes it 

possible to extend the interaction space.  

The Touch x MidAir technique first consists in performing the tens step using touch on the physical referent, with 

the same physical mappings as in the Touch² technique (see section 5.3). The reset mechanism was identical to the 
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Touch² technique. Then the user performs the units step in mid-air with the same hand (see Figure 6 – Center) and 

in the same way as the units step of the MidAir² technique (see section 5.2). 

5.5 DH-Touch x MidAir 

The DH-Touch x MidAir technique is a bimanual variant of the previous Touch x MidAir technique. Instead of using 

the same hand for both the tens and units steps, this technique relies on touching the physical referent with the 

dominant hand (DH) for the tens step, followed by mid-air interaction with the non-dominant hand (NDH) for the 

units step (see Figure 6 – Right) as suggested by the results of the preliminary study (see section 4.2).  Although the 

input space for the tens step requires finer movements (touching the 10 cm wide physical referent) than the input 

space for the units step (performing a mid-air gesture with a 50 cm amplitude, see section 5.2), this solution was 

the most often proposed one in the preliminary study (5 participants out of 12). 

6 STUDY 1: DATA CUTTING, DRILLING AND EXTRACTION 

This study aimed to compare our three referent-based techniques involving mid-air or touch interaction on the 

physical referent, with the baseline technique relying solely on mid-air interaction, for the three data analysis tasks 

(1D cutting, 2D drilling and 3D extraction). 

6.1 Task 

As described in section 5.1, selecting the values from 1 to 100 is split into two steps: a tens step to define the tens 

digit and a units step to define the unit’s digit. We uniformly distributed the tens and units target positions along 

the STC axes, planes and 3D space. For both the tens and units steps, users had to move a virtual cursor (blue 

coloured, see Figure 7) and place it on a target displayed on the STC (red coloured, see Figure 7). The cursor shape 

differed according to the task: a plane for 1D cutting, a ray for 2D drilling or a cube for 3D extraction.  

Participants were sitting in front of a table with the physical referent. The general instruction was to complete the 

selection tasks quickly and precisely. Participants completed each trial as follows: 1) on startup, the instructions 

for the subsequent trial were displayed using the HMD and participants had to place their hands at rest on the table. 

2) To begin the trial, the user had to press a handled clicker with their dominant hand. 3) The STC was displayed 

with the tens step target. 4) Once the user placed the cursor on the target, it turned green after 500ms, validating 

the tens step selection. 5) The same process applied for the units step. For the baseline, the protocol included an 

additional step (before 3): to select the desired task on the radial menu using the handled clicker and mid-air 

movement of the dominant hand. 
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Figure 7. Pointing tasks in the space-time cube in tens and units steps: X axis for 1D cutting, XZ face for 2D drilling and 

3D extraction. The cursor is displayed in blue and the target in red. 

6.2 Apparatus and implementation 

The STC was displayed above the physical model, in front of the user, 1m away from him, using HoloLens v1. The 

HoloLens resolution was 1268x720 with a FoV of 30°x17.5° for each eye. The physical referent consisted of a cubic-

shaped box fixed on a static horizontal surface made of LEGO® bricks (60cm from the user). The LEGO® surface 

was glued on the horizontal surface. The dimensions of the box representing the physical referent were 10cm x 

10cm x 10cm, similar to cubic-shaped smart devices (Figure 2).  

To detect the touch interaction on the physical referent, we used an OptiTrack infrared tracking system [79]. The 

calibration procedure of the system provided a resulting precision of 1.6mm and 1.4° on average for the tracking. 

Users had to wear gloves equipped with infrared markers. We also placed markers on the physical referent, 

ensuring that none of these markers interfered with the interaction gestures (see Figure 8). The system tracked the 

hand position in 1m x 1m x 1m in front of the users. To remove any technological bias between techniques and to 

overcome the limited mid-air gestures tracking space of HoloLens, we also tracked the hand in mid-air using the 

infrared system. We used a mini-mouse attached to the palm as a clicker (Figure 8 – Center-Right). We disinfected 

the HoloLens between sessions, and we ensured participants respected social distancing and barrier gestures to 

prevent any risks related to COVID-19. 

 

 
Figure 8. From left to right: The user with a HoloLens touches the physical referent in our experimental setup. Infrared 

markers were placed on the physical referent and the user's hands. First-person view of the STC rendering with the 
cursor in blue and the target in red. 
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6.3 Participants 

We recruited 12 participants at the local university, all with a background in computing science (26.0 years old on 

average, 3 females, 9 males). None of them received compensation for their participation. Six of them participated 

in the preliminary study and 8 had previous experience with AR devices. The analysis of the experimental data did 

not reveal any difference between the participants who had taken part in the preliminary study and those who did 

not (see Appendices, Figure 18 and Table 1). Hence, we analyzed the results of both groups together [66].  

6.4 Experimental design and collected data 

The experiment followed a 4x3 within-subjects design, with Interaction Technique (MidAir², Touch², Touch x 

MidAir, DH-Touch x MidAir) and Task (1D cutting, 2D drilling, 3D extraction) as factors. The study was divided into 

four blocks, each corresponding to one technique, and counterbalanced across participants. For each interaction 

technique, participants had to perform 9 training trials in the same order: 3 trials for 1D cutting, 3 trials for 2D 

drilling and 3 trials for 3D extraction. They were followed by 18 trials (2 repetitions of 1D drilling on X, Y and Z axes 

+ 2 repetitions of 2D cutting on XY, XZ and YZ planes and 6 repetitions of 3D extraction). For the experiment, we 

collected 12 participants x 4 interaction techniques x 18 trials = 864 trials.  

6.5 Collected data and data analysis 

We measured the trial completion time and the number of errors (bad menu selections for MidAir², bad edge/face 

selections of the physical referent for touch interaction techniques). After each interaction technique, users had to 

fill out a Borg scale [16] and a SUS questionnaire [44]. At the end of the experiment, users had to rank the interaction 

techniques in terms of preference. 

In this work, we relied on estimation techniques with 95% confidence intervals and ratio analysis as recommended 

by the APA [85]. Furthermore, there is a push in the CHI community to shift focus towards effect sizes instead of p-

values (https://www.aviz.fr/badstats#sece). Using CIs rather than p-values allows for a more nuanced analysis of 

the direction and magnitude of the effect instead of a dichotomous inference based on p-values. The ratio is an intra-

subject measurement that expresses the effect size (pair-wise comparison) and is computed between each 

geometric means. All CIs are 95% BCa bootstrap confidence interval. For the reader more used to interpret the p-

values, a parallel might be drawn with results obtained through the estimation technique and confidence interval 

reports (see Figure 3 in [57]). Scripts used to compute the geometric mean and confidence intervals were used in 

[119] and are available online (www.aviz.fr/ci). 

6.6 Results 

6.6.1 Errors  

We could not find any difference among the four interaction techniques regarding errors. Users rarely selected the 

wrong menu item in the MidAir² technique (1.3%) and seldom interacted on the wrong edge/face of the physical 

referent (1.2%). 

6.6.2 Completion time 

We first analyze the results for each task independently (1D cutting, 2D drilling and 3D extraction).  

https://www.aviz.fr/badstats#sece
http://www.aviz.fr/ci
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Task 1: 1D cutting. For 1D cutting (see Figure 9, top-left), we found that when using MidAir² (7.93s, CI: [7.06, 9.25]) 

participants took more time than with the Touch² (4.19s, CI: [3.85, 4.49]), Touch x MidAir (5.17s, CI: [4.43, 5.98]) and 

DH-Touch x MidAir (5.10s, CI: [4.56, 6.44]). 

An intra-subject analysis based on the ratio (see Figure 9, bottom-left) confirms these results. It establishes that 

when using the MidAir² technique, participants take 88% (1.88, CI: [1.75, 2.08]) more time than with Touch², 58% 

(1.58, CI: [1.39, 1.75]) more time than with Touch x MidAir and 61% (1.61, CI: [1.42, 1.90]) more time than with DH-

Touch x MidAir. 

Our results reveal that the use of a physical referent facilitates data selection. Indeed, touching the physical referent 

on its edge offers physical boundaries for the gesture, allowing to place the cursor faster on a value close to one 

boundary. For instance, a user could place the index finger on the left side of the edge to select a value lower than 

five, reducing the displacement of the finger on the edge. This type of shortcut is not possible for mid-air interaction.  

 

 
Figure 9. Average completion time (in seconds) for 1D cutting (top-left) and completion time ratio (bottom-left) with 

menu time and without menu time (respectively top-right and bottom right) (95% Cis). 

As described in section 5.2, when using MidAir², users must first select the task in a radial menu. This design choice 

requires users to spend time on the radial menu to define the selection task: the menu time. Although this was the 

best design we could think at, in case another design could be identified that would allow getting rid of the radial 

menu, we wanted to analyze our results without this menu time. Even so, it appears that Touch² still outperform 

MidAir² and that Touch x MidAir and DH-Touch x MidAir still require less time than MidAir², but the difference is 

lessened (see Figure 9 – Right). The means, Cis and intra-subject ratio can be found in the Appendices, Table 3 and 

Table 4.  

Task 2: 2D Drilling. For 2D drilling (see Figure 10, top-left), participants also took more time with the MidAir² 

(10.63s, CI: [9.08, 12.83]) technique than with Touch² (8.07s, CI: [6.97, 9.53]) or with Touch x MidAir (8.10s, CI: [6.89, 

9.27]). There is no clear difference between MidAir² and DH-Touch x MidAir (9.34s, CI: [7.53, 14.62]). 

A ratio analysis confirms the two first results of 2D drilling (see Figure 10, bottom-left): MidAir² requires 35% (1.35, 

CI: [1.18, 1.58]) more time than Touch² and 33% (1.33, CI: [1.18, 1.49]) more time than Touch x MidAir. However, 

unlike the average completion time analysis, the intra-subject ratio analysis reveals that MidAir² requires 22% 

(1.22, CI: [1.09, 1.39]) more time than DH-Touch x MidAir. 

As for 1D cutting, the faces of the physical referent offer tangible cues (physical delimiters) for the interaction space, 

which explains our results. It allows the user to place the initial cursor position closer to the desired value and then 
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refine the position using small movements. Using mid-air interaction, users have no choice but to start at the centre 

of the virtual space and perform the whole movement to the target position. 

 

 
Figure 10. Average completion time (in seconds) for 2D drilling (top-left) and completion time ratio (bottom-left) with 

menu time and without menu time (respectively top-right and bottom right) (95% CIs). 

The analysis without the menu time also establishes that Touch² and Touch x MidAir require less time than MidAir². 

However, we found no difference between MidAir² and DH-Touch x MidAir (see Figure 10 – Right). The means,Cis 

and intra-subject ratio can be found in the Appendices, Table 5 and Table 6.  

 

Task 3: 3D extraction. Results differ for 3D extraction (see Figure 11 – top): participants took more time with 

Touch² (17.4s, CI: [14.81, 21.44]) than with the three other techniques, namely Touch x MidAir (12.8s, CI: [10.92, 

15.21]); DH-Touch x MidAir (13.6s, CI: [11.70, 17.09]) and MidAir² (11.8s, CI: [10.57, 13.77]). We found no difference 

between the three last techniques. 

The intra-subject ratio analysis (see Figure 11 – bottom) establishes in addition that the MidAir² requires 28% (0.72, 

CI: [0.63, 0.84]) less time than Touch² and 11% (0.89, CI: [0.85, 0.93]) less time than DH-Touch x MidAir. The ratio 

analysis does still not reveal any clear difference between MidAir² and Touch x MidAir.  

For 3D extraction, touch interaction requires two successive actions to select the tens (as well as for the units). 

Indeed, to select the tens (respectively units), a first touch on the front face selects a value on the XY plane, followed 

by a second touch on the top face to select the value on the Z axis. These two actions performed sequentially require 

more time, inducing longer absolute times for the three techniques involving such interaction on the physical 

referent. Meanwhile, selecting the tens with MidAir² only requires a single 3D gesture, as the hand's position in mid-

air is directly mapped to one target inside the 3D STC. With touch-based techniques, beyond having to perform 

twice as many actions as with mid-air techniques, participants also have to alternatively touch different faces of the 

physical referent, which ends up making touch-based techniques slower than the others for 3D extraction. 
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Figure 11. Average completion time (in seconds) for 3D extraction (top) and  

completion time ratio (bottom) (95% CIs). 

As opposed to the two other tasks, we do not refine this analysis by detailing the menu time of MidAir² as our 

techniques are slower than it.  

6.6.3 Fatigue  

Results clearly show that MidAir² induces more fatigue than Touch² and DH-Touch x MidAir techniques: the average 

scores on the 10-values Borg scale are respectively 5.0 CI: [4.31, 5.62], 2.0 CI: [1.38, 2.31] and 2.7 CI: [2.0, 3.38]. We 

observed only a slight difference between MidAir² and Touch x MidAir (3.84 CI: [3.23, 4.38]).  

Based on the informal feedback from participants, these differences can be explained by touch interaction on the 

physical referent (Touch²) being less tiring than mid-air interaction. For DH-Touch x MidAir, participants expressed 

that the fatigue is mainly related to the units step (mid-air interaction), which explains why this technique was 

slightly less tiring than MidAir².  

6.6.4 System Usability Score & preference 

Results only revealed only minor differences among the SUS [44] scores for the MidAir², Touch², Touch x MidAir and 

DH-Touch x MidAir techniques (respectively 82 CI: [76.34, 85.96], 88 CI: [77.23, 93.85], 86 CI: [74.49, 92.12] and 83 

CI: [76.41, 88.46] average scores). The score obtained for all techniques corresponds to a “good” or “excellent” 

usability.   

Regarding the ranking of the interaction techniques, we found that Touch² and Touch x MidAir are most often ranked 

in first and second places (9 and 7 times, respectively). MidAir² is most often ranked in second and third place (7 

times, respectively) and DH-Touch x MidAir is most often ranked as the least preferred (11 times respectively). 

Interestingly, although we did not measure it, we noticed that participants did not often look at the physical 

referent, keeping their attention on the STC instead. Hence, beyond the performance, fatigue and usability 

advantages, touch-based input on the physical referent allows for eyes-free interaction, which lets the user focus 

on the data visualization itself. 

6.6.5 Summary 

To sum up, we found that participants took less time to perform 1D cutting and 2D drilling with Touch² and Touch 

x MidAir than with MidAir². The time gain varied from 58% to 88% for 1D Cutting and 22% to 35% for 2D drilling. 

These techniques induced less fatigue, had better SUS scores than MidAir² and were the preferred techniques.  
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We also found that for 3D extraction, users needed 11% to 28% less time using MidAir² than Touch² and Touch x 

MidAir. Hence, we decided to re-design the touch interaction for 3D extraction to remove this gesture redundancy. 

7 STUDY 2: TOUCH TECHNIQUES FOR 3D EXTRACTION 

This study aims to evaluate the design of new touch interaction techniques for efficient 3D Extraction, compared to 

the MidAir² baseline. 

7.1 Interaction techniques 

The results and subjective feedback collected in the previous study indicate that the main problem of performing 

the 3D extraction task with touch input was the need to sequentially touch two faces of the physical referent to 

select the tens and again to select the units. Indeed, to select a 3D point, a first touch selects the values on the XY 

plane and a second touch selects a value along the Z dimension. This breaks the interaction flow and hinders the 

performance of touch techniques.  

To answer this limitation, instead of using two sequential touch actions, we designed two interaction techniques 

based on the simultaneous use of both hands. We named those techniques using the same naming convention 

described in section 5.1, i.e. as a product of the input mode (IM) used for each selection step: < IM_tens x IM_units>. 

We extended this convention with the prefix Bi- (Bimanual) to describe a two-hand interaction technique in which 

both hands were used during each step of the selection process. As a result, the two new techniques are named Bi-

Touch² and Bi-TouchMidAir². 

Bi-Touch² is based on touch input only. It consists in using the dominant hand on the front side of the physical 

referent to perform XY movements while simultaneously using the non-dominant hand on the left side (for a right-

handed user) of the physical referent for the Z axis. The two hands can be placed simultaneously on the physical 

referent, allowing parallel navigation along the three dimensions while removing the need to move the finger 

sequentially from one face of the physical referent to another. 

Bi-TouchMidAir² is based on the combined use of touch and mid-air interaction. It simultaneously uses the dominant 

hand on the front side of the physical referent to perform XY movements and the non-dominant hand in mid-air, 

moving forward/backwards to adjust the Z axis. This combination defines the tens and again defines the units. 

The MidAir² technique, which we use again as a baseline, was precisely the same as in the previous study. 

7.2 Task and apparatus  

Participants had to perform the 3D extraction task only; the apparatus was identical to study 1. The only difference 

with study 1 regarding the implementation relies on the feedback for 3D extraction. Informal comments on the 

previous study revealed that some participants would like feedback to facilitate alignment perception. To this end, 

we added a line orthogonal to the XY face of the STC and passing through the cursor (blue). As such, when the line 

intersects the target (red), it signifies that both are aligned and the final adjustment only requires moving along the 

Z axis. As we didn’t know if the feedback would impact the results, we tested both with and without such feedback, 

counterbalancing the condition across participants. 
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Figure 12. We designed two bimanual Interaction techniques for 3D extraction: Bi-Touch² (left) and Bi-TouchMidAir² 
(Center). For both, the tens and units steps are performed similarly. We also investigated adding depth perception 

feedback (Right). 

7.3 Participants, experimental design and collected data 

We recruited 12 participants for the experiment, all with a background in computing science (26.6 years old on 

average, 4 females, 8 males). None of them received compensation for their participation. Six of them took part in 

study 1. The analysis of the experimental data did not reveal any difference between the participants who had taken 

part in the previous study and those who did not (see Appendices, Figure 19 and Table 2). Hence, we analyzed the 

results of both groups together [66]. 

The experiment followed a 3x2 within-subjects design, with the Interaction technique (MidAir², Bi-Touch², Bi-

TouchMidAir²) and Depth feedback (with or without) as factors. The study was divided into three blocks, each 

corresponding to one technique, which were counterbalanced across participants. For each interaction technique, 

users had to perform 8 training trials (4 with the depth feedback, 4 without), followed by 24 trials (12 with the 

feedback and 12 without). We uniformly distributed the tens’ and units' target positions along the 3D space 

differently for all participants. In total, we collected 12 participants x 4 interaction techniques x 2 feedback x 12 

trials = 864 trials. 

We measured the trial completion time and the number of errors (wrong menu selections for MidAir² and input on 

the wrong face of the physical referent). After each interaction technique, users had to fill out a Borg scale [16] and 

a SUS questionnaire [44]. At the end of the experiment, users had to rank the interaction techniques in terms of 

preference.  

7.4 Results 

We conducted the same data analysis as in the previous study, i.e. using estimation techniques with 95% confidence 

intervals and ratio analysis (see section 6.6).  

7.4.1 Errors  

Users rarely selected the wrong menu item in the MidAir² technique (1.1%, we found 1.3% in Study 1). We did not 

record any input on the wrong faces of the physical referent during the experiment. 
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7.4.2 Completion Time  

With Bi-Touch² (7.98 ms, CI: [7.31, 8.56]), participants clearly took less time to complete the 3D extraction task than 

with Bi-TouchMidAir² (9.69 ms, CI: [8.32, 10.27]) and MidAir² (11.25 ms, CI: [9.42, 12.88]), see Figure 13 – top-left. 

While the difference is less important, Bi-TouchMidAir² also requires less time than MidAir².  

The ratio analysis establishes that with MidAir², participants took 38% more time than with Bi-Touch² (1.38, CI: 

[1.25, 1.51]) and 15% more time than with Bi-TouchMidAir² (1.15, CI: [1.03, 1.25]), see Figure 13 – bottom-left. 

These results further confirm that using a physical referent efficiently performs 3D extraction tasks on STCs. We 

believe that the physical support facilitates interaction compared to mid-air, where the hand position is not tied to 

a pre-defined surface, thus explaining our results. First, the physical referent provides users with visual and haptic 

hints: the physical features of the referent (edges, corners) help to anticipate the minimal, maximal and current 

position on the axis/face. Second, the physical referent may contribute to a more stable pointing gesture. 

 

 
Figure 13. Completion time in seconds (top-left) and the corresponding ratio (bottom-left) for the 3D extraction task 

with menu time and without menu time (respectively top-right and bottom-right) (95% CIs). 

Similarly to the previous study, we further analyze these results when subtracting the menu time, i.e. the time to 

select a menu item with the MidAir² technique. The results confirm that Bi-Touch² and Bi-TouchMidAir² still require 

less time than MidAir² (see Figure 13 – Right).  The means, Cis and intra-subject ratio can be found in the 

Appendices, Table 7 and Table 8.  

7.4.3 Depth Feedback 

While all users agreed on the usefulness of the cursor feedback to improve depth perception, we found no statistical 

difference between the trials performed with and without feedback across all interaction techniques. 

7.4.4 Fatigue 

Results show a clear difference in terms of fatigue between the MidAir² on one hand and the Bi-Touch² and Bi-

TouchMidAir² techniques on the other hand (respectively 4.5 CI: [3.8, 4.9], 1.9 CI: [1.4, 2.3] and 2.7 CI: [2.3, 3.1] 

average scores on the Borg scale).  

Informal feedback confirmed these results: “Mid-air interaction induces more fatigue than the two others (P2)” or 

“I won’t be able to select targets all day with this technique, or I’ll have to take breaks (P3)”. 
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7.4.5 System Usability Score (SUS) & preference  

We found only a slight difference between the SUS scores of the MidAir², Bi-TouchMidAir² and Bi-Touch² techniques. 

All of them offered “good” or “excellent” usability (respectively 81 CI: [76.5, 84.4], 79 CI: [71.7, 82.9] and 88 CI: 

[86.7, 91.5] average scores). Informal feedback revealed that this difference is due to mid-air interaction being less 

appreciated than touch interaction.  

Regarding the ranking of the interaction techniques, Bi-Touch² was most often ranked in the first place (11 out of 

12 times), MidAir² was most often ranked in second place (8 times), and Bi-TouchMidAir² most often ranked last (9 

times respectively). 

7.4.6 Summary 

Overall, we found that when using Bi-Touch², participants performed the 3D extraction task faster and with less 

fatigue and that participants preferred (SUS and ranking) this technique over the MidAir² baseline.  

8 STUDY 3: COMPARING VERTICALLY AND HORIZONTALLY FIXED PHYSICAL REFERENTS 

In our initial studies, we considered only seated participants. However, as illustrated in the different scenarios 

presented in section 3.1, some involve users standing in front of a vertically fixed physical referent (e.g. a sensor 

fixed on the wall). Therefore, to confirm the validity of our results, we conducted a third study in which the user is 

standing in front of either a physical referent laid on a horizontal surface (Figure 14 – Left) or attached to a vertical 

wall (Figure 14 – Right).  

 
Figure 14. A user standing in front of a horizontal physical referent (Left) or vertical physical referent (Right). 

8.1 Interaction techniques 

In this experiment, we compared the mid-air interaction (MidAir², baseline) to the more efficient and preferred 

direct touch interaction techniques for 1D cutting, 2D drilling and 3D extraction from our previous studies. We thus 

used Touch² (see section 5.3) for 1D cutting and 2D extraction, and Bi-Touch² (see section 7.1) for 3D extraction. 

8.2 Task and apparatus  

Participants had to perform the seven tasks described in section 6.1: 1D cutting for X, Y and Z axes, 2D drilling for 

XY, XZ and YZ planes and 3D extraction. The physical referent, interaction space and HoloLens device were identical 

to the previous studies. The user is standing in front of the referent (distance of 60cm), which can either be 

horizontally glued on a table or vertically fixed on a wall. The physical referent was always placed at the height of 

the user's elbow to limit biases due to the height difference between the user's hand and the physical referent in 
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both conditions. Compared to study 2, we removed the visual feedback for the 3D extraction task as it had no effect 

on results. 

8.3 Participants, experimental design and collected data 

We recruited 12 participants for the experiment, all with a background in computing science (24.6 years old on 

average, 5 females, 7 males). None of them received compensation for their participation. None of them took part 

in any of the previous studies. 

The experiment followed a 2x2 within-subjects design, with the Interaction technique (MidAir² for 1D, 2D and 3D 

tasks, versus Touch² for 1D and 2D tasks and Bi-Touch² for the 3D task) and Physical referent position (Vertically 

fixed or Horizontally fixed) as factors. We divided the study into four blocks, each corresponding to the combination 

of one interaction technique and one physical referent position. The order of the blocks was counterbalanced across 

participants. For each interaction technique, participants had to perform 9 training trials in the same order: 3 trials 

for 1D cutting, 3 trials for 2D drilling and 3 trials for 3D extraction. They were followed by 18 trials (2 repetitions 

of 1D drilling on X, Y and Z axes + 2 repetitions of 2D cutting on XY, XZ and YZ planes and 6 repetitions of 3D 

extraction). We uniformly distributed the tens’ and units' target positions differently for all participants. For the 

experiment, we collected 12 participants x 2 interaction techniques x 2 physical referent positions x 18 trials = 864 

trials. 

We measured the trial completion time and the number of errors (bad menu selections for MidAir² and input on 

the wrong face of the physical referent for the direct touch techniques). After each interaction technique, users had 

to fill a Borg scale [16] and a SUS questionnaire [44]. At the end of the experiment, users had to rank the interaction 

techniques in terms of preference.  

8.4 Results 

We conducted the same data analysis as in the previous studies, i.e. using estimation techniques with 95% 

confidence intervals and ratio analysis (see section 6.6).  

8.4.1 Errors  

Users rarely selected the wrong menu item in the MidAir² technique (1.1% versus 1.3% in Study 1 and 1.1% in 

Study 2). They also seldom interacted on the wrong edge/face of the physical referent (1.0% versus 1.2% in Study 

1 and 0% in study 2). 

8.4.2 Completion Time  

We first analyze the results for each task independently (1D cutting, 2D drilling and 3D extraction). 

Task 1: 1D cutting.  We found no difference between horizontal (4.34s, CI: [3.98, 4.65]) and vertical (4.61s, CI: 

[3.94, 5.41]) physical referents when participants used Touch² (see Figure 15, top-left). We also found no difference 

between horizontal (7.58s, CI: [6.68, 8.99]) and vertical (7.43s, CI: [6.60, 9.24]) physical referents when participants 

used MidAir². These completion times are in line with our previous findings when the user was seated in front of a 

horizontally fixed physical referent (section 6.6.2,  Touch² required 4.19s and MidAir² required 7.93s): they show 

that performing a 1D cutting with MidAir² requires more time than with Touch².  
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An intra-subject analysis based on the ratio (see Figure 15, bottom-left) confirms these results. It establishes that 

when using the MidAir² technique, participants take 73% (1.73, CI: [1.60, 1.92]) more time than with Touch² with a 

horizontal physical referent and 66% (1.66, CI: [1.47, 1.87]) more time with a vertical physical referent.  

As such, the results of this study (user standing), compared to our previous studies' findings (user seated), indicate 

that the user’s position (standing versus seated) doesn’t seem to interfere with the 1D cutting time. 

  
Figure 15. Average completion time (in seconds) for 1D cutting (top-left) and completion time ratio (bottom-left) with menu time and 

without menu time (respectively top-right and bottom-right) (95% Cis).  

 

Similarly to the previous studies, we further analyze our results when subtracting the time to select a menu item 

with the MidAir² technique. The results confirm that Touch² requires less time than MidAir² when interacting with 

a horizontal or vertical physical referent (see Figure 15 – Right).  The means, CIs and intra-subject ratio can be found 

in Appendices, Table 9 and Table 10. 

Task 2: 2D drilling. We found no difference between horizontal (7.29s, CI: [6.31, 8.20]) and vertical (7.59s, CI: [6.42, 

8.76]) physical referents when participants used Touch² (see Figure 16, top-left). We also found no difference 

between horizontal (10.26s, CI: [8.69, 12.27]) and vertical (10.28s, CI: [8.23, 15.61]) physical referents when 

participants used MidAir². As for 1D cutting, these completion times are in line with our previous findings when the 

user was seated in front of a horizontally fixed physical referent (section 6.6.2,  Touch² required 8.07s and MidAir² 

required 10.63s): they show that performing a 2D drilling with MidAir² requires more time than with Touch².  

An intra-subject analysis based on the ratio (see Figure 16, bottom-left) confirms these results. It establishes that 

when using the MidAir² technique, participants take 41% (1.41, CI: [1.28, 1.66]) more time than with Touch² with a 

horizontal physical referent, and 35% (1.35, CI: [1.16, 1.83]) more time with a vertical physical referent.  

Consequently, comparing these results with our previous studies' findings (user seated) indicates that the user’s 

position (standing versus seated) doesn’t seem to interfere with the 2D drilling time.  
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Figure 16. Average completion time (in seconds) for 2D drilling (top-left) and completion time ratio (bottom-left) with menu time and 

without menu time (respectively top-right and bottom-right) (95% Cis). 

An analysis without the menu time again confirms that Touch² requires less time than MidAir² when interacting 

with a horizontal or vertical physical referent (see Figure 15 – Right).  The means, CIs and intra-subject ratio can be 

found in Appendices, Table 11 and Table 12. 

Task 3: 3D extraction. For this task, results reveal a difference between horizontal (9.80s, CI: [8.86, 10.45]) and 

vertical (8.22s, CI: [7.49, 8.96]) physical referents when participants used Bi-Touch² (see Figure 17, top-left). 

However, we found no difference between horizontal (12.32s, CI: [10.73, 14.02]) and vertical (11.96s, CI: [10.06, 

13.88]) physical referents when participants used MidAir². However, these completion times still establish that 

performing a 3D extraction with MidAir² requires more time than with Bi-Touch² when the user is standing. This is 

therefore in line with our previous findings established when the user was seated in front of a horizontally fixed 

physical referent (section 7.4.2,  Bi-Touch² required 7.98s and MidAir² required 11.25s) 

An intra-subject analysis based on the ratio (see Figure 17, bottom-left) confirms these results and establishes that 

when using the MidAir² technique, participants take 25% (1.25, CI: [1.15, 1.35]) more time than with Bi-Touch² with 

a horizontal physical referent, and 43% (1.43, CI: [1.30, 1.56]) more time with a vertical physical referent.  
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Figure 17. Average completion time (in seconds) for 3D extraction (top-left) and completion time ratio (bottom-left) with menu time 

and without menu time (respectively top-right and bottom-right) (95% Cis). 

An analysis without the menu time confirms that Bi-Touch² requires less time than MidAir² when interacting with 

a horizontal or vertical physical referent (see Figure 15 – Right).  The means, Cis and intra-subject ratio analysis can 

be found in Appendices, Table 13 and Table 14. 

8.4.3 Fatigue 

To assess the participant’s perceived exertion, we relied on the Borg Scale. We found that using a horizontal (3.08, 

CI: [2.67, 3.33]) referent is perceived to be more tiring than a vertical (1.5, CI: [1.0, 1.83]) physical referent when 

participants used direct touch techniques (Touch² for 1D cutting and 2D drilling; Bi-Touch² for 3D extraction). 

However, we found no difference between horizontal (5.0, CI: [4.33, 5.50]) and vertical (5.08, CI: [4.58, 5.50]) 

physical referents when participants used MidAir². With MidAir², the fatigue perceived by participants is thus higher 

than with our direct touch techniques, which aligns with our previous findings (sections 6.6.3 and 7.4.4).  

8.4.4 System Usability Score (SUS) & preference  

We found no difference between horizontal (90.83, CI: [88.54, 93.13]) and vertical (92.29, CI: [90.42, 94.17]) 

physical referents when participants used direct touch techniques (Touch² for 1D cutting and 2D drilling; Bi-Touch² 

for 3D extraction). We also did not find any difference between horizontal (84.17, CI: [80.63, 86.67]) and vertical 

(85.0, CI: [82.08, 87.08]) physical referents when participants used MidAir². These results are in line with our 

previous findings (sections 6.6.4 and 7.4.5), stating that participants gave a better SUS score to direct touch 

techniques (qualified as excellent) than to MidAir² (qualified as good). 

Regarding the ranking of the interaction techniques, direct touch interaction with a vertical physical referent was 

most often ranked in the first place (8 out of 12 times), followed by direct touch interaction on a horizontal plane 

(4 out of 12 times). MidAir² was always placed at the third or fourth rank on a vertical or horizontal physical 

referent. 

8.4.5 Summary 

Overall, our results confirm the findings of our previous studies: MidAir² requires more time than direct touch 

interaction for 1D cutting, 2D drilling and 3D extraction. While it seems that the position of the referent (horizontal 

or vertical) slightly influenced the 3D extraction time, we found that there is almost no difference for 1D cutting and 
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2D drilling. Finally, for any of the three tasks, the vertical or horizontal position of the physical referent does not 

impact the results in terms of error rate.  

Furthermore, when comparing these results involving standing participants with those obtained in previous studies 

(with seated participants), it appears that the user’s position (standing or seated) does not impact the task 

completion time or error rate. Overall, whether the user is standing or seated, using a horizontal or vertical physical 

referent, we found that mid-air interaction requires more time than direct touch on the physical referent to perform 

selection tasks on a STC.  

9 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this section, we first summarize the core outcomes from our studies. We then describe the key principles of the 

embedded interaction presented in this paper. Then, we analyze how our techniques could be deployed, the 

limitations of our work and anticipate future work. 

9.1 Synthesis and analysis of our results 

Our work establishes that direct touch interaction on a physical referent is more efficient and appreciated than the 

traditional mid-air interaction for the three STC data analysis tasks considered: 1D cutting, 2D drilling and 3D 

extraction. Indeed, our preliminary study revealed that touching directly the edges or faces of the physical referent 

with the finger, provides the user with a direct mapping between the interaction space and the resulting 

manipulation and seems, therefore, more appropriate to them. This result is underlined by participants stating that 

“I feel like I’m touching the faces of the space-time cube”. Furthermore, touching the referent provides a support for 

interaction, thus reducing fatigue and offering a physical delimitation of the interaction space. Regarding the 

physical features, the preliminary study also established that participants prefer using the physical edges of the 

referent for 1D cutting and its faces for 2D drilling and 3D extraction (with a mode-switching mechanism to 

disambiguate the use of the face when required). As expressed above, participants interacted on the physical 

referent as they would have interacted with the space-time cube itself: touching a 1D edge for 1D cutting, 2D face 

for 2D drilling, etc.  

In addition, the results of our first study show that direct touch on the physical referent allows for faster 1D and 2D 

selection, reduces fatigue and is preferred over mid-air interaction. We believe that these results are explained by 

the physical referent properties: 1) The hand is laid on the referent, thus reducing fatigue; 2) The participant can 

place its finger on a specific spot of an edge or face, physically delimited by the referent shape, thus allowing for 

faster initial position of the cursor (i.e. start the selection directly at x = 20 instead of starting at 50 then moving the 

cursor to 20); 3) Finally, the physical borders of the faces and edges allow the user to perceive the minimum and 

maximum bounds of the interaction space. However, for 3D extraction, mid-air interaction performs better than 

direct touch. Indeed, 3D extraction with touch interaction requires the user to touch two faces (front for XY and top 

for Z) in sequence for each selection step (two faces for tens and two faces for units). We believe that this two-step 

process is the origin of the increase in completion time with our 3D extraction techniques. We thus iterated on the 

design of our direct touch interaction technique: we introduced bi-manual interaction to allow for simultaneous 

interaction on two faces (front and left) of the physical referent. 

Our second study results confirm that combining the two sequential face selection processes into a bimanual 

simultaneous two-face selection increases the touch interaction performance and preference, in line with previous 

works on bimanual touch-based interaction [90]. Furthermore, this technique still benefits from the advantages of 
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touch interaction over mid-air interaction (discoverability, knowing in advance the interaction space bounds, 

reducing fatigue). 

Furthermore, our third study results show that the position of the physical referent (horizontal or vertical) does 

not impact the performance or error rate: the physical referent was placed at the same height regarding the user 

(height of the elbow), whether it was horizontally or vertically fixed. As such, there was no difference in terms of 

interaction with the physical referent, which explains the similarity between the results in both conditions. Finally, 

when comparing these results with our previous studies, it appears that the user’s position (standing or seated) has 

no impact on the technique completion time or error rate. We conclude that using a stable referent (i.e. a referent 

fixed on a surface) allows for efficient tactile interaction, independently of the way the referent is fixed and of the 

user's posture during interaction. 

9.2 From embedded representations to embedded interactions 

The context of our work is related to how to use a physical referent to support multidimensional data selection on 

a data visualization (such as a space-time cube) displayed in AR. This context is challenging due to the large number 

of possible mappings between the input modes, physical referent features, STC dimensions and analysis tasks. The 

originality of our approach lies in combining and extending the advantages of 1) direct touch interaction, 2) 

embedded data representations and 3) augmented reality visualizations.  

1) Direct touch interaction is beneficial for learning, manipulation and eyes-free interaction. Our work 

explores if these benefits are still valid in a novel situation where the physical referent cannot be 

manipulated because it is anchored (either fixed or wired, for example) in its environment.  

2) Embedded data representations facilitate interaction with data by tightly coupling the physical object (the 

referent) to which the data is related with its representation. In this work, we adopt this approach by 

displaying the data close to the physical referent using AR. In addition, our approach further emphasizes 

the inner link between the physical referent and its embedded data representation by using the physical 

referent as a support for input interaction with the data representation (a STC in our work). 

3) AR visualizations have been largely explored because of their almost unlimited display space, which offers 

many possibilities for representing large information spaces. In our work, we address one of the main 

issues of AR environments, i.e. input interaction, by proposing an ecological alternative to mid-air gestures 

(tiring and challenging to discover) or dedicated external input controllers (cumbersome when on the go). 

Our solution opportunistically exploits an already integrated object into the user’s activity environment: 

the physical referent. 

Our approach is symmetrical to embedded visualization: instead of enriching the physical world with visual 

projections, our work enhances a digital representation by using the physical world object to which the data is 

related. 

Consequently, we believe that embedded data visualizations, combined with a physical referent to support the 

interaction, is an exciting interaction paradigm. As we are unaware of other works specifically describing and 

characterizing such approach in the literature, we propose to name it “phygital” interaction as a reminder of its 

combination of PHYsical interaction with a diGITAL data representation. 
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9.3 Deploying “phygital interaction”  

In our exploration, we used an OptiTrack tracking system to detect the hand position and the touch interaction on 

the physical referent. This implementation provides high tracking precision and speed, ensuring the internal 

validity of our experimental results, but is less well suited for real-world deployment as it requires users to wear 

markers on their fingers. To move towards a more ecological deployment, recent work [54], such as Capstones [23], 

Capricate [93], or Sensurfaces [80], integrate touch detection directly within their materials. Another option we 

have already started prototyping is to use the tracking capabilities of HoloLens 2 to detect the user’s finger position 

and the Vuforia Model Tracker [113] to detect the position and orientation in the space of the physical referent. 

While this solution allows interacting with any physical model, it would require the user to look at the model while 

interacting because the volume in which Hololens2 tracks the hand corresponds approximately to its field of view. 

An external head-mounted camera pointing downwards could solve this issue. We will further work on such real-

world deployment in the future. 

9.4 Limitations and future work 

Our work is only a first step toward using a physical referent to support the interaction with a digital data 

representation. In this section, we describe the limitations of our studies and how they could be addressed through 

future works. 

Our studies highlighted the effectiveness of touch interaction with a physical referent in terms of speed and user 

preference. We plan to conduct a longitudinal study to better understand the advantages of such interaction in 

terms of memorization, which are already well-established for tangible and touch interaction [107]. It could also be 

relevant to associate physical loci (i.e. pre-defined physical location) directly on the physical referent. This would 

facilitate access to more than the seven tasks considered in this work (1D cutting on X, Y, and Z axes; 2D drilling on 

XY, XZ, and YZ planes and 3D extraction). This approach could be relevant to interact with other tasks or commands 

such as filtering, rotating/translating the STC, etc. For instance, a touch on a corner of the physical referent could 

activate a command selection mode in which all available commands are projected on one face of the physical 

referent. The user could then navigate through these commands, select one by touching its physical loci on the 

referent, and activate an interaction mode to execute this specific command on the physical referent. Another 

solution, inspired by [39], would be to use different fingers or multiple fingers on the STC depending on the desired 

task. For example, one finger would correspond to selections on the STC. Two fingers would allow 

rotating/translating the STC. Three fingers would provide a way to activate commands such as changing the axes 

of the data visualization or filtering on a specific range. 

Another interesting parameter to explore will be the size of our physical referent. Indeed, performing touch 

interaction on an edge or a face of the physical referent may be less accurate on a smaller surface (<3cm) or would 

take too much time on a very large surface (>20cm). Moreover, faces with very different widths and heights (for 

example, a 3x20cm surface) might confuse the user as the precision required for gestures in one direction is higher 

than in the other direction. 

Furthermore, extending our work to other shapes of the physical referent would be relevant. We chose to use a 

cubic-shaped physical referent as it is a standard shape for everyday objects providing data (internet box, electric 

meter, etc.) and as a first exploration step of embedded data analysis. However, Conic or cylinder-based shapes are 

also fairly common in everyday environments (e.g. a cup of coffee, a lamp base). Our paper presents a first step that 

will later need to be adapted to these specific shapes.  
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Finally, while we describe two distinct usage scenarios taking advantage of multidimensional data selection in 

Augmented Reality with a physical referent as input (see section 3.1), we envisioned that they could be extended to 

other pertinent contexts of use (smart homes, industrial contexts, crisis management). It would be interesting to 

explore how our interaction techniques would enhance in-situ data access through longitudinal studies in one of 

these contexts. 

10 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we explored using a physical referent to facilitate the input interaction with a STC displayed in AR. 

Our work focuses on STC selection tasks (1D cutting, 2D drilling, 3D extraction). In a preliminary study, we explored 

the possible mappings to achieve these selections using the referent's physical features (corners, edges, faces). 

Based on these results, we designed 3 interaction techniques that we compared to a baseline involving mid-air 

gestures in a first study. Our results show that direct touch interaction on the physical referent requires less time, 

is less tiring and more appreciated than mid-air interaction for 1D cutting and 2D drilling tasks. Mid-air interaction 

takes up to 88% more time than touch interaction on the physical referent for 1D Cutting and 35% more time for 

2D Drilling. Following a design iteration on our touch interaction techniques for the 3D extraction task, we proposed 

two new bimanual interaction techniques that we compared to mid-air interaction in a second study. Our results 

show that using bimanual touch on the physical referent requires less time, is less tiring and more appreciated than 

the mid-air interaction of the HoloLens: mid-air interaction takes up to 38% more time than a bimanual-touch 

technique on the physical referent. Finally, we explored the interaction with the physical referent when the user is 

standing in front of it either horizontally or vertically fixed on a surface. Our results show that even in such settings, 

mid-air interaction still requires more time than direct touch interaction. Combining all of our studies' results, we 

found that direct touch interaction on the physical referent always requires less time, is preferred, has a higher 

usability score and induces less fatigue than mid-air interaction. These results remain valid for any of our selection 

tasks (1D cutting, 2D drilling and 3D extraction), whether the user is seated or standing and, when the user is 

standing,whether the physical referent is horizontally or vertically fixed on a surface. 
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APPENDICES 

 
Figure 18. Average completion time (all tasks) for each technique and each user group in our Study 1 (CI 95%). G1 represents users 

who participated in our preliminary study. G2 represents users who did not. 
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Technique CI_Min Mean time CI_Max 

G1_DH-Touch x MidAir 6.88 8.81 13.71 

G2_DH-Touch x MidAir 7.76 9.21 10.63 

G1_Touch² 7.57 8.75 10.10 

G2_Touch² 8.39 9.93 11.62 

G1_MidAir² 8.36 10.12 13.56 

G2_MidAir² 8.53 10.30 12.22 

G1_Touch x MidAir 6.78 8.39 9.56 

G2_Touch x MidAir 7.79 9.73 11.44 

Table 1. Detailed completion time (all tasks) for each technique and user group shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 19. Average completion time for each technique and each user group in our Study 2 (CI 95%). G1 represents users who 
participated in our study 1. G2 represents users who did not. 

Technique CI_Min Mean time CI_Max 

G1_Bi-Touch² 8.25 9.02 9.79 

G2_Bi-Touch² 7.36 8.28 9.12 

G1_MidAir² 10.37 11.97 12.99 

G2_MidAir² 9.15 12.19 14.39 

G1_Bi-TouchMidAir² 9.87 10.26 10.63 

G2_Bi-TouchMidAir² 9.07 9.96 10.52 

Table 2. Detailed completion time (all tasks) for each technique and user group shown in Figure 15. 

Technique CI_Min Mean time CI_Max 

Touch² 3.85 4.19 4.49 

Touch x MidAir 4.43 5.17 5.98 

DH-Tactile x MidAir 4.56 5.10 6.44 

MidAir² 5.52 6.17 7.18 

Table 3. Detailed completion time without menu time for 1D cutting in Figure 9. 
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Technique CI_Min Mean time CI_Max 

MidAir² / Touch² 1.37 1.44 1.61 

MidAir² / Touch x MidAir 1.09 1.23 1.35 

MidAir² / DH-Touch x MidAir 1.11 1.26 1.48 

Table 4. Detailed completion time (ratio) without menu time for 1D cutting in Figure 9. 

Technique CI_Min Mean time CI_Max 

Touch² 6.97 8.07 9.54 

Touch x MidAir 6.89 8.10 9.27 

DH-Tactile x MidAir 7.53 9.34 14.62 

MidAir² 7.73 9.17 11.14 

Table 5. Detailed completion time without menu time for 2D drilling in Figure 10. 

Technique CI_Min Mean time CI_Max 

MidAir² / Touch² 1.02 1.15 1.37 

MidAir² / Touch x MidAir 1.02 1.13 1.27 

MidAir² / DH-Touch x MidAir 0.94 1.05 1.18 

Table 6. Detailed completion time (ratio) without menu time for 2D Drilling in Figure 10. 

Technique CI_Min Mean time CI_Max 

Bi-Touch² 7.31 7.98 8.56 

Bi-TouchMidAir² 8.32 9.69 10.27 

MidAir² 8.94 10.7 12.22 

Table 7. Detailed completion time without menu time for 3D extraction in Figure 13. 

Technique CI_Min Mean time CI_Max 

MidAir² / Bi-Touch² 1.19 1.31 1.44 

MidAir² / Bi-TouchMidAir² 0.98 1.08 1.19 

Table 8. Detailed completion time (ratio) without menu time for 3D extraction in Figure 13. 

Technique CI_Min Mean time CI_Max 

Horizontal-MidAir² 5.37 6.16 7.30 

Vertical-MidAir² 4.85 5.76 7.63 

Table 9. Detailed completion time without menu time for 1D cutting with Horizontal and Vertical physical referents in Figure 15. 

Technique CI_Min Mean time CI_Max 

Horizontal: MidAir² / Touch² 1.29 1.40 1.56 

Vertical: MidAir² / Touch² 1.10 1.28 1.50 

Table 10. Detailed completion time (ratio) without menu time for 1D cutting with Horizontal and Vertical physical referents in Figure 
15. 
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Technique CI_Min Mean time CI_Max 

Horizontal-MidAir² 7.09 8.47 7.80 

Vertical-MidAir² 7.42 9.30 13.99 

Table 11. Detailed completion time without menu time for 2D drilling with Horizontal and Vertical physical referents in Figure 16. 

Technique CI_Min Mean time CI_Max 

Horizontal: MidAir² / Touch² 1.06 1.16 1.30 

Vertical: MidAir² / Touch² 1.05 1.21 1.65 

Table 12. Detailed completion time (ratio) without menu time for 2D drilling with Horizontal and Vertical physical referents in Figure 
16. 

Technique CI_Min Mean time CI_Max 

Horizontal-MidAir² 10.24 11.71 13.41 

Vertical-MidAir² 9.54 11.33 13.12 

Table 13. Detailed completion time without menu time for 3D extraction with Horizontal and Vertical physical referents in Figure 17. 

Technique CI_Min Mean time CI_Max 

Horizontal: MidAir² / Bi-Touch² 1.09 1.19 1.29 

Vertical: MidAir² / Bi-Touch² 1.23 1.35 1.48 

Table 14. Detailed completion time (ratio) without menu time for 3D extraction with Horizontal and Vertical physical referents in 
Figure 17. 

 


